
 

 
  

22 June 2020 
 
 
Dear Sandringham Gardens Residents  
 
 

COVID-19   
PREVENTATIVE MEASURES 

 
Thank G-d we are at a stage at Sandringham Gardens where we have no active infections 
amongst either our residents or our staff. 
 
We are nonetheless seeing a surge of infections throughout the country and even within our 
own community.  As you would have seen from our previous correspondence there have also 
been a small number of infections at Our Parents Home and Selwyn Segal.  
 
We feel, therefore, that it is both important and prudent - as a protective and preventative 
measure - that you isolate yourselves in your rooms for the coming week as this virus builds 
momentum and appears to be approaching its peak.   
 
This isolation will begin from tomorrow, Tuesday 23rd June. 
 
This measure is being taken for your own safety and in an effort to protect you and keep you 
well.   
 
Meals will be delivered to you in your rooms.  If anyone needs any additional emotional help, 
our social workers will be available to visit you in your rooms or to chat to you on the phone.  
They can be contacted telephonically on: 078 803 9120 and will be working on a roster to 
ensure that someone is always available.  Emotional Care Packs will be distributed.  We will 
be coming past with our shopping trolley for those who wish to purchase any items and the 
Programming team will be passing by to drop off activities, books, puzzles, etc.  
 
I am also requesting that people refrain from smoking in their rooms.  If anyone needs to have 
a cigarette please go outside to smoke and return to your rooms right away thereafter.  Please 
do not mingle while smoking. 
 
Please remember to be vigilant with regard to all infection-control protocols which are: 
 

 Physical distancing of at least 2 meters 
 Wearing masks at all time outside of your rooms 
 Frequent handwashing with soap or sanitiser 
 Not touching your faces 
 Cleaning down surfaces in your rooms 



 
 
 
 
We will do everything we can to assist you during this time.  Let’s rather be safe than sorry.  
With the help of Hashem we are doing well at Sandringham Gardens and would really like to 
keep it that way. 
 
Please G-d we should have only good news to report. 
Thank you and keep well  
 

  
Saul Tomson 
Chief Executive Officer 
Chevah Kadisha Group 
 

 
 
PS  Should you have any concerns or questions please contact the relevant facility during 
working hours: 
 
Selwyn Segal: Belinda Bersiks 011 532 9709   
Arcadia: Elana Bannier 011 483 7507   
Lodge and Square: Vanessa Chesno 011 532 9635   
Our Parents Home: Denise Bloom 011 489 7195   
Sandringham Gardens: Cheftzi-vah Kruger 011 483 7425   
 
Or, after hours, our emergency Helpline - 082 499 1010 
 
 
  
 


